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If D is a set of subsets of a finite set such that a E D, b c a * 6 E D, then D is 
called a down-set. Berge proved that any down-set D is the disjoint union of pairs 
(a, b} such that an b = 0 together with the singleton {QJ) if 1 D) is odd. A proof is 
given of the corresponding result for finite distributive lattices, together with a 
number of generalizations and analogues of it; when specialized to the lattice of all 
subsets of a finite set, this proof is rather simpler than was Berge’s. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If P is a partially ordered set and D is a set of points of P such that a < b, 
b E D *Q E D, then D is called a down-set of P. Similarly, if U is a set of 
points of P such that a < b, a E U 3 b E U, then U is called an up-set of P. 
Let M = M(S) be the partially ordered set whose points are all the subsets 
of a finite set S, ordered by inclusion. If a c S, then the complement S\u of 
a is denoted by a; and if A c M(S), then d denotes the set (a: a E A}. 
Berge [l] proved the interesting result that any down-set D in M(S) is the 
disjoint union of pairs of disjoint subsets of S, together with the set ( QJ} if 1 D 1 
is odd. For example, if D = {0, {l}, {Z}, {3}, {4}, (5}, {1,2}, { 1,3}, {2,3}, 
11,4), {2,41, {1,5), 1321, {4,51, 11,2,31, 11,2,41, {1,3,51}, then D is 
also the union of the following sets, which are all disjoint from each other: 
{{lh I49 5)L (141, {1,2,3}}, {{L 219 {3,5)}, 
{VI, 11, 39 511, I{519 119 411, {{1,5)9 1% 3}), 
1{3L {1,2,41}, w, 31, {2,411, {a- 
Berge’s proof was based on the result due to ErdGs, et al. [4] and, indepen- 
dently, Marica [7], that for any down-set D of M(S) there is a bijection 
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4: D + D such that d c 4(d) for all d E D. Berge’s result is equivalent to 
demanding that the bijection 4 has the additional property that 
t4d) = d (Vd E D). 
The specialization of Theorem 1 to M(S) is a common generalization of 
these two results, and the method of proof is rather simpler than Berge’s 
method. Before going any further, we sketch our proof of Berge’s result. 
Proof(Berge’s Theorem). We use induction on the size of D. Let e be a 
subset of S of minimum size such that d U e E D for some d E D. Let 
A = {d E D( d U e E 0). Then, D\A is easily seen to be a down-set. By 
induction, there is a map w  from D\A to &? such that if d E &4, then - 
a’ c vd and v(wd) = d. Define (b by 
qhd=dUe, if dEA, 
wd, if dED\A. 
Then Q is easily seen to satisfy d c #d and $(@) = d. Berge’s theorem then 
follows by induction. 
Theorem 1 itself concerns finite distributive lattices. In order to state this 
theorem we need first to define the notion of a polarity. If P is any partially 
ordered set, then a map w: P+ P such that 
and 
wcop =p VP E px 
is called a polarity of P. Now, let L be a finite distributive lattice. It is well 
known [5] that L may be represented in the following way: There is a 
partially ordered set P for which the lattice elements are the down-sets of P 
and the order relation in L is set containment amongst these down-sets of P. 
The meet and join of two elements of L are the intersection and union, 
respectively, of the corresponding down-sets of P. Daykin [2] has shown that 
if the lattice L has a polarity n, then L may be represented by means of a 
partially ordered set P with a polarity cu as follows: If a is a lattice element, 
then a may be thought of as a down-set of P; wa is the image in P of this 
down-set under the polarity o and will therefore be an up-set in P; wa 
(=P\oa) is the set-theoretical complement of wu in P and so is another 
down-set, and thus, may be thought of as another member of L. Then the 
representation of na is given by the formula na = wa. 
It turns out to be very convenient to think of the order relation in the 
lattice L as set inclusion and to denote it by C. 
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We now state the main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a finite distributive lattice. For all pairs (D, U), 




(i) d c Qd(Vd E D), 
(ii) v\#D is an up-set, 
(iii) tf D,, D, are down-sets of L and U,, U, are up-sets of L such 
that D, c D, , 1 D, I< 1 U, / and U, c U,, and tf 4, = #(Dl, U,) and 
42 = W2, u2), then ul\Wl) = u2\#2(D2). 
If L has a polarity n, then we also have: 
(iv) d E D, nd E U, @t#d is defined, q-?rd E U and xd c Qn$d => 
d = qktod, 
(v) (@I)~ d is defined for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., S- d = n@r#d. 
Note. (a) To say that +r@d is defined for some d E D is another way of 
saying that @d E D. 
(b) In (v), (~4)’ d is to be defined according to the following inductive 
definition: for d E D, (~4)” d = d; for i = 1,2,..., if (7~#)~-’ d is defined and 
lies in D, then (~4)~ d = n@((n$)‘-’ d), but otherwise (n()’ d is not defined. 
(c) In the case when L = M(S), and the polarity 7c is complemen- 
tation, then d # @d( = $d) except possibly when d = {#}, but in general, 
there may be more than one d in L satisfying the equation d = x#d. 
At first, we mistakenly thought that (iv) and (v) could be replaced by 
(*) qi5d E D, zd E U 3 ~~lr~d = d(Vd E 0). 
It is easy to see, however, that there is no injection 4: D -+ U satisfying (i), 
(ii), and (*) in the case when L = M(S), S = {0, 1,2}, D = {a, {0}, {l}, {0, 
l}}, and U= {(2), {0, l}, {0, 2), {l, 2}, S}. This example does not show 
that (iv) and (v) could not be replaced by (*) in the case when I UI = I DI. 
This is shown, however, in the following, more complicated example. In this 
example, there is no bijection 4: D -+ U satisfying (i) and (*). Let L = M(S), 
s=p, 1,2,31, 
D= b4 PI, (11, 121, 131, 10, 1},{0,2}, {1,2}, (0, 1,211, 
and 
u= {{2,3}, {O, 11, {O, 31, {L3}, {O, L21, 
lo, 1,319 {0,2,31, {1,2,3}, SJ. 
582al3412 7 
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To see that there is no such 4, suppose the contrary. Observe that apart 
from (0, 1 }, each set in D has its complement in U. The set in U with no 
complement in D is (0, 1, 2). By (i), $10, 1, 2) = (0, 1, 2) or S. Suppose first 
that $(O, 1,2) = (0, 1,2}. Denote (6(3} by u; then 1( E U. By (i), (3) c u, so 
u# (0, 1). Therefore IE D. Since (3) E U and d{3} =CE D, by (*), it - 
follows that {3} = d@(3)), so (0, 1,2} = (3) = $zi. Since d is a bijection and 
#(O, 1, 2) = {0, 1,2}, it follows that C= (0, 1,2}, so u = (3). But (3) 6?? U, a 
contradiction; therefore 4(0, 1,2} = S. Now let g(0) = u E U. If U E D, then, 
since 6= S E U, by (*), we have $(0) =#-I(@=#-‘S= {0, 1,2); 
therefore #(0) = { 3 }. But { 3 } & U, a contradiction. Therefore I & D; in other 
words, d(0) 6Z D. Since d(0) E U, it follows that d(0) = (0, l}. Now let 
D’ = D\(0, (0, 1,2}} and U’ = v\{S, {O, 1)). Then @= U’. If there is a 
bijection 4 satisfying (i) and (*), then @ID,: D’ -+ U’ = 0’ is a bijection, so 
#(dd) = d for all dE D’. Let=v: D’ -+ D’ be defined by vd = @ for all 
dED’. Then vvd=@&=d =d, that is, w’=id= Since IDI is odd 
(= 7), there exists C&E D’ such that vd, = d, . Thus (d, = d, , so @d, = K. 
By (i), d, s $d, = d, , so d, = 0. But 0 @D’, so d, 6? D’, a contradiction. 
Therefore, there is no bijection 4: D-t U satisfying (i) and (*). 
As a special case of (v), we have the following generalization of Berge’s 
result: 
THEOREM 2. Let L be aflnite distributive lattice with a polarity K If D is 
a down-set of L, then D is the disjoint union of sets {a, b}, where a = n4b 
and b = a(a, and where 4: D + nD has the property that d c #d(Vd E D). 
Proof: Apply (v) with U= nD. 
Of course, Berge’s result is the special case where L = M(S) and xd = d. 
Next we prove a generalization of Berge’s theorem in which we require 
that the two sets of each pair intersect in precisely k elements. This 
generalization turns out to be no more than a corollary of Berge’s theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If k > 0 is an integer and D is a down-set of M(S), then D 
is the disjoint union of two sets E, F such that: 
(i) E is a down-set and a E E S- Ia I< k, 
(ii) F is the disjoint union of pairs {a, b), a # 6, of subsets of S such 
that lanb[=k. 
ProoJ: We iterate the following procedure. Let x c S and Ix/= k and 
suppose k E D, x c a, x # a. Let 
G= (a:aED, x&a), H= {a:aED,xca}. 
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Then G is a down-set, for if y c a E G, then y E D and x & y, so it follows 
that y E G. 
Put T = S\x and K = { a\x: a E H}. Then K is a down-set in M(T). For, if 
yca\xEK, then xny=0 and xUyED, so yEK. 
By Berge’s theorem, K is the disjoint union of pairs {a, U} with u n v = 0, 
with the possible exceptional set {0}. Therefore, H is the disjoint union of 
pairs {a, b) with Jan b) = (xl = k, with the possible exceptional set {x}. Put 
the pairs of H into K If {x} is an exceptional set, put it into G. Then G 
remains a down-set. 
If G contains no sets of size greater than k, then put E = G. Otherwise, 
repeat the operation with G replacing D. This proves Theorem 3. 
Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 have the following nice corollary: 
THEOREM 4. Let L be a finite distributive lattice, let D be a down-set of 
L, let U and V be up-sets of L and let IDI < 1 UI. Then 1 D n VI < 1 un VI. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, there is an injection 4: D + U such that d c $d for 
all d E D. Since V is an up-set, if d E V, then @d E V also. Therefore, 
#(D n I’) c un V which implies the required result. 
We note this result, similar to Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1, due to 
Dowling and Wilson [3]. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a finite geometric lattice of rank r and let 
0 < k Q r. Then there is an injection a+ ya of the set T of elements of rank 
<k into the set of elements of rank >r - k such that a ( ya(Va E r). 
We now turn to the proof of the main theorem. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let P be the partially ordered set whose down-sets form the lattice L, and 
if L has a polarity II, suppose that P has a polarity w  and that - 
m = wa(Va E L). 
Let df, , fi ,..., f21pI) be a sequence of subsets of P, let each subset occur 
exactly once and let ~~;,I<~f,+,~(l<i&2’p~- 1). Note that the& are not 
necessarily all the elements of L. For given D, U c L with ] Dl Q 1 UJ, if L 
does not have a polarity n, let e be the first fi such that the set A is 
nonempty, where 
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and if L does have a polarity II, let e be the first fi such that at least one of 
the sets A, C is nonempty, where A is as above and where 
c= {a:aED,ang=0,augE U} 
and g= oe. Note that 1 gl = jel. 
In the remainder of the proof, if we refer implicitly or explicitly to g or C, 
then we shall, at those points, be assuming that L has a polarity rr, even 
though we may not expressly say so. Throughout, we ask the reader to bear 
in mind that we do not in general assume that L has a polarity, and that if it 
has not, then much of the discussion may be ignored. 
We show first that D\A is a down-set. Suppose otherwise. Then there are 
x E D\A, y E L, y 6Z D\A with x 2 y. Since x E D and D is a down-set of L 
it follows that y E D, and consequently y EA. Since both y V‘e and x are 
down-sets of P, so also is x U e = (y U e) U x. Because y U e c x U e and 
yU e E U, it now follows that XV e E U. If xn e = 0, it would then follow 
that x EA. Since this is not so, we have x f7 e # 0. Let z = x f7 (y U e); 
since both x and y U e are down-sets of P, so is z, and since z c x E D, it 
follows that z E D. Let f = (y U e)\z. Then f = (y U e)\((x n y) U 
(xnee))=(yue)\(yU(xne))= \ e x, so jfl <lej. Then zED, znf=S 
and, since y c z, z U f = y U e E U. This contradicts the minimal property of 
e. Consequently, D\A is a down-set of L. 
If L has a polarity 71, then, by symmetry, D\C is a down-set of L, and 
consequently (D\p)cT (D\C) = D\(A U C) is also a down-set of L. (In fact, 
to say that D\C is a down-set of L “by symmetry” might at first be thought 
to be slightly misleading since e comes before g in the sequence of 6’s. 
However jet =) gl, so the sequence could be rearranged so that g comes 
before e. The same use of the phrase “by symmetry” occurs elsewhere.) 
Let A + e denote the set {a U e: a E A}. We show next that v\(A f e) is 
an up-set of L. Suppose otherwise. Then there are x E Lj(A + e), y E L, 
y 6? u\(A + e) with xc y. Since x E U and U is an up-set of L, it follows 
that y E U, and consequently y E A + e. Let s = e\x and suppose that s # 0. 
Because y\s = y\(e\x) = (y\e) U x and both y\e and x are down-sets of P, so 
is y\s. Since xc y\s and x E U, it follows that y\s E U. Therefore, we have 
y\e E D, (y\e) n (e\s) = 0, (y\e) U (e\s) = y\s E U and ) e\s / < /e) ; but this 
contradicts our choice of e. Therefore s = e\x = 0, so e c x. Therefore, x\e = 
(y\e) n x. Since both y\e and x are down-sets of P, so also is x\e. Because 
xc y and y\e E D, it follows that x\e E D. We have now proved that 
x\e E D, ((x\e)ne = 0 and (x\e)Ue=x E U. Therefore x E A + e, a 
contradiction. Therefore u\(A + e) is an up-set of L. By symmetry, 
u\(C + g) is an up-set of L, and consequently, (v\(A + e)) n (v\(C + g)) = 
v\{ (A + e) U (C + g)] is also an up-set of L. 
We split the proof of Theorem 1 into four main parts. 
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Part I. A proof of (i) and (ii) 
For this we consider two cases. 
Case 1 (e = g). (If L = M(S), then we may take o to be the identity 
map, and then e = g; thus, the argument here reduces to the argument 
already given for Berge’s theorem. By contrast, the argument of Case 2 is not 
needed for a proof of Berge’s theorem.) 
If D = 0, there is nothing to prove, so by induction on ) DI we may assume 
that a map w  = #(D\A, u\(A + e)): D\A -+ u\(A + e) exists satisfying 
properties (i) and (ii). 
In this case, if L has a polarity rr, then A = C and A + e = C + g. Let 
[:A-+A+ebedefinedby 
ca=aVe (‘duEA). 
Now define 4: D + U by, 
4x = w, if xED\A, 
= b, if xEA. 
Then (b has properties (i) and (ii). 
This completes the induction step in Case 1. When the corresponding step 
in Case 2 is completed, the existence of $ satisfying (i) and (ii) will be 
established. 
Case 2 (e # g). Throughout the discussion of this, the most difficult part 
of the proof, we assume of course that L has polarity rr. Let 
H=(a:aEA,aUeEC+g}, .f=(D\(AUC))UH 
K = (x: x E (A n C) + g}, N=(q((A+e)U(C+g)))UK. 
Also. let 
H*={a:aEA\H,3hEHsuchthatach}, 
K* = (x: x E (C + g)\K, 3k E K such that x =) k}. 
Similarly, let 
H’={a:aEC,aUgEA+e}, 
K’ = {x: x E (A n C) + e}, 
H’* = {a: a E C\H’, 3’ E H’ such that a c h’}, 
K’* = (x: x E (A + e)\K’, 3k’ E K’ such that x 3 k’}. 
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Facts concerning H’, K’, H’ *, and K’ * will follow by symmetry from 
similar facts about H, K, H*, and K* for which detailed proofs are given. 
To follow this case, it may be helpful to keep Fig. 1 in mind. 
First, we show that H* = 0. Suppose otherwise. Then there are h E H, 
h”EH” such that h X/Z*. By the definition of H, 
h U e E (C + g)n (A + e), and by the definition of H and H*, 
h* U e E (A + e)\(C + g), and furthermore, h U e 3 h* U e. Since h U e E 
C+g, there is an XE C such that hUe=xUg, and since hUeI>h*Ue, 
it follows that there are sets y and g’ such that h * U e = y  U g’, where g’ c g 
and y c x. Since xn g = 0, it follows that xn g’ = 0. Since x and y Ug’ 
are points of L, they are down-sets of P, and so, since x n g’ = 0 and y c x, 
it follows that y also is a down-set of P and so y is a point of L. Since 
y c x E D, and D is a down-set of L, it follows that y E D. Now if g’ = g, 
then since yUg=h*UeE U, it follows that yEC, so h*UeEC+g, a 
contradiction. Therefore g’ # g. Then we have / g’ 1 < 1 e 1, y E D, y U g’ E U 
which contradicts the definition of e. It follows, therefore, that H* = 0, as 
required. Since e = wg, it follows by symmetry that H’* = 0. 
Next, we show that K* = 0. Suppose otherwise. Then there are k E K, 
k* E K* such that k* I> k. Let z= k\g and z* = k*\g. Then, by the 
definitions of C, K, and K*, z E A n C and z* E C\p. We also have z * 2 z. 
Since zE AnC, we have z E A so z & D\p. Since z* E C\p, we have 
z* E D and z* 6 A, so z* E D\p. Since DC4 is a down-set and z* 3 z, it 
follows that z E Dp. This contradicts the preceding remark and it follows, 
therefore, that K* = 0, as required. By symmetry, we have K’ * = 0. 
FIGURE 1 
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From the definitions of H and K we have 
g\ech for all h E H, 
kne=gne for all k E K. 
Consequently we have 
HnC=0, Kn(A +e)=O. 
We now show that J = @\(A U C)) U H is a down-set of L. Suppose 
otherwise. Since D\(A U C) = AH is a down-set of L, there are h E H and 
x t h, x E L but x 65 J. Since h E H c D, and D is a down-set, we know that 
x E D. From the definition of H*, if x EA, then it would follow that 
x E H*, but since H* = 0, it follows that x @ A. Therefore x f C\p. Conse- 
quently xng=o and xUgEC+g, so xUgE U. We may assume 
without loss of generality that x and h differ by only one element, say y. 
Thus h = x U { y ). Since g\e c h and x n g = 0, it follows that 1 g\e I= 1 and 
y E g\e, i.e., ( y} = g\e. We have that q((C + g) n (A + e)) = (q(C + g)) U 
(U\(A+e)) is an up-set ofL. Since hUe=xU{y}Ue=xU(g\e)Ue= 
xugu(ei,g), we have huexxug. Since hueE(C+g)n(A+e), it 
follows that hue 6% LQ(C +g)n (A + e)); it follows that xUg & 
v\((C + g) n (A + e)) also. Since we know that XV g E U, it follows that 
xugEAUe, and so ecxUg. Since e\gf0, it follows that xne#0 
But x c h and h n e = 0, so x n e = 0. This contradiction proves that J is a 
down-set of L, as required. 
Next, we show that N = (v\((A + e) U (C + g))) U K is an up-set of L. 
Suppose otherwise. Since v\((A + e) U (C + g)) = N\K is an up-set of L, 
there are kEK and xIk, xEL but xGN. Since kEKcUand Uis an 
up-set of L, we know that x E U. From the definition of K*, if x E C i-g, 
then it would follow that x E K*, but since K* = 0 it follows that 
x G C + g. Therefore x E (A + e)\(C + g). We may assume that x and k 
differ by only one element, say y, so x = k U { y}. Let x\e = xO, k\g = k,. 
Then k,EAnC, so k,ne=0 and k,ng=0, whereas x,EA, so 
x,ne=0. Since ecx, we have e=xne=(kU (y})ne=(kne)u 
({y}ne)=(gne)n((y)ne). But since gne#e, it follows that (y}= 
e\g. Now x=eUx,, where e and x,, are disjoint, and also x = k U { y\ = 
k, U g U (e\g) = k, U (g\e> U (e n g) U (e\g), where k, , g\e$ e 0 g, and e\g 
are all disjoint. Therefore x,, = k, U (g\e). Now D\(A n C) = (D\A) u 
(D\C) is a down-set of L. But k, E A n C, so k, 6’6 D\(A n C). Since 
x,,3ko, it follows that x. 6 D\(AnC). But x, E D, so x. E An C, SO 
xO n g # 0. But since g\e c xO and g\e # 0, it follows that xO n g # 0. This 
contradiction shows that N is an up-set of L, as required. 
We now show that J is a proper subset of D. By definition, (A n C) = 1 K I. 
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Since Kn(A+e)=0 we have ICl=IC+gJ>jKI+I(A+e)n(C+g)l= 
IKl+ IH(. Therefore lD( - (J( = I(,4 U C)\H( = IA( $ (Cl -IA f? Cl - (H( > 
ICI. Also, similarly, ID/ - IJI > JAI + ICI - JKJ - IHI > IA /. Therefore 
I DI - IJI > max(lA 1, 1 Cl) > 0, by the definition of e. Therefore J is a proper 
subset of D. 
Now let c: A\H -+ (A\H) + e be defined by (a = a U e (Va E A\H), and let 
v: C\(A n C) -, (C\(A n C)) + g be defined 
(Vx E C\(A n C)). Note that (C\(A n C)) + g = (C + g)\~SinceV~~<x~ L[ 
we may assume by induction that a map w  = $(J, N): J -+ N exists satisfying 
properties (i) and (ii). Let 4: D -+ U be defined by 
#x=b, for x EA\H, 
= rlx, for x f. C\(A n C), 
= v/x, for x E (D\(A U C)) U H. 
It is easy to check that 4 is well defined and satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Part II. A proof of (iii) 
To prove (iii), let D,, D,, U,, U, be as specified. Let 0, and & be the 
corresponding maps 4, defined inductively as in Case 1 or 2 of Part I. We 




(of course, the second posibility arises only if L has a polarity). For i = 1, 2 
let 
where 
Ai= {a: u E Di, ane* =0, aUe* E U,), 
Ci = (a: a E Di, ang*=0, a ug* E U,}, 
g* = we*. 
We again consider two cases. 
Case 3 (Either e* = g* or L does not have a polarity n). Let 
&:Ai+Ai+e* be defined by 
&u=aUe* (VU E A i). 
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Then, as shown above, Dip,. is a down-set and Ui\&.(Ai) is an up-set, and if 
we put 
Wi = #(Di\p i, Ui\CiA ii 
then 
#ix = {ix, if xEA,, 
= WixY if xEDi\Pi. 
We now show that 
D*\p* CDA& I4\pM~,\(4+e*l~ 
U,\(A 1 + e*) c U,\(A, + e*>. 
To see the first of these, suppose otherwise. Then there is x E D,\p, such 
that x & D,p ]. Since D, c D,, it follows that x E D, , so x E A,. Therefore 
xne*=0 and xUe*EA,+e*cU,cU,. But if xUe*EU,, 
x n e* = 0, and x E D,, then x E A,, a contradiction. This proves the first 
of these remarks. The last is proved similarly, for suppose it is not true. Then 
there is y E U,\(A, + e*), where y 65 U,\(A, t e*). Since II, c U,, it follows 
thatyEU,,soyEA,te*.Thereforee*cy,y\e*EA,cD,cD,. But if 
y\e* ED,, e*cy and yEU,, then y\e*EA,, so yEA,+e*, a 
contradiction. This proves the final remark. The middle one is obvious. 
If [D, ] t 1 D, I= 0, there is nothing to prove. We may assume by induction 
on ID,1 t ID,1 that 
Since $(Di) = rsAi U yi(Divi) (i = 1,2), (iii) follows by induction in Case 3. 
Case 4 (e* #g*). We assume in this case that L does have a polarity 7~. 
Define the sets Hi, Ki, Ji, Ni (i = 1,2) in the obvious way. Then J, and J2 
are down-sets and N, and N2 are up-sets. For i = 1,2, let &: A,\H, + 
(A i\Hi) + e* be defined by [a = a U e*(Va E A i\Hi) and let vi: Ci\ 
(A i n Cl) -+ (Ci\(A i n Ci)) + g * be defined by qix=x +g*(Vx~ Ci\ 
(A i n C,)). If we put vi = q5(Ji, Ni): Ji + Ni, then 
#ix = lix, 
= Vix7 
= Wix7 
Now we show that 
if x E Ai\Hi, 
if x E Ci\(Ai n Ci), 
if xEJi. 
J,cJ,, lJ,IGIN,l, N, cN,. 
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To prove that J2 c J,, suppose otherwise. Then there is x E J, such that 
x 6?J , . Since D, c D, , it follows that xE D,, so xE (A,UC,)\H,. 
Therefore, since H, n C, = 0, we have either: 
(I) xEA,\H, and xUe* E (A, +e*)\(C, +g*), or 
(II) x~A,,xEC,,xug*cC,+g*. 
Suppose (I); then x U e* E 17, c U,. Thus we have x E D,, x n e* = 0 and 
x u e* E U,. Therefore x E A,, Since x E J,, it follows that x @ A,\H, , and 
consequently, that x E H,. Thus x E A, n H,. Now if y E C, and y @ C, , 
then y ~g* E U, and, since C, c D, c D,, y Ug* @ U,. Thus (C,\C,) + 





since (C,\C,) + g* c U,\U, . Therefore 
xue*E(C,+g*)n(A,+e*)nU, 
=(C,+g*)n(A,+e*). 
Thus x E H,. This contradiction proves that (I) does not happen. Suppose, 
therefore, that (II) occurs. Then xng* = 0 and xUg* E C, + g* c U, c 
u2. Also xED,. Therefore x E C,. Since x E J,, it follows that 
x @ (A z u C, )\Hz - But since C, n H, = 0, we have x & C,. This 
contradiction shows that (II) also does not occur, and therefore, that J, c J, , 
as required. 
The inequality 1 J, I< (N, ( follows from the fact that 1 D, ( Q 1 U, I, together 
with the fact that I(A, U C,)\H, I= IA,\H, 1 + 1 C,p 1 I= I(A, + e*)\ 
(C, + s*)l + I&, + &?*I\& I = I((4 + e*> U (C, + g*))\K, 1. 
To prove that N, c N,, suppose otherwise. Then there is x E N, such that 
x&N,. Since xEN,cU,cU,, it follows that xEU,\N,=((A,+e*)U 
(C, + g*))\K, . Therefore either: 
(III) x E (C, +g*)\K, and x\g* E C,, or 
(IV) x E (A2 + e*)\(C, + g*>, x\e* E A,\H,. 
Suppose (III) occurs; then x\g* E C, c D, c D, . Thus we have x\g* E D, , 
(x\g*)ng* = 0, x E U,. Therefore x E C, i g*. But since x E N, = 
(U,\((A, + e*)u (C, + g*)))uK, and since K, c C, + g*, it follows that 
xEK,=(A,nC,)+g*.ThusxEK,n(C,+g*).Nowife*cyforsome 
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yE L such that y\e* E A, and y\e* GA,, then y\e* E D, and, since 
A,+e*cU,cU,, y\e*&D,. Thus A,b,cD,\D,. Since xEK,n 
(C, + g*), we therefore have 
x\g*EA,nC,nC,=A,nC,nC,nD,cA,nC,nC,nD, 
since A ,\P, c D,\D,. Therefore 
x\g*EA,nC,nD,=A,nC,. 
Thus x E A, n C, + g* = K,. This contradiction proves that (III) does not 
happen. Suppose therefore that (IV) occurs. Then x\e* E A1\H1 c D, c D, , 
(x\e*) A e* = 0, x E N, c U, . Therefore x E A, + e*. Since x E N, , 
x @ [(A, U C,) + g*]\K,. But since (A, + g*) n K, = 0, it follows that 
x & A, + e*. This contradiction shows that (IV) also does not occur, and 
therefore, that N, c N,, as required. 
If ) D, 1 + ) D,I = 0, there is nothing to prove. Therefore suppose that 
ID, 1 + ID,1 > 0. By the first part of the proof, at least one of J,, J, is a 
proper subset of D, , D, , respectively, so 1 J, ( + I J2 I < 1 D, ) + ID, 1. Therefore 
we may assume by induction on 1 D, ) + I D,I, that N,\v(J,) c N,\w*( J2). But 
since, for i = 1, 2, 
Thus, (iii) follows by induction in Case 4 also. 
Part III. A proof of (iv) 
We assume that # is defined inductively as described in Part I. Let d E D 
satisfy the conditions of (iv). We consider three cases. Recall that the order 
of $s\d and w((d\d) depends on their places in the sequence (f, ,fz,...,fzIp,). 
Case 5 (#d\d = w($d\d)). Let $d\d = e and let A be the set 
corresponding to e described in Part I. Then e = @d = w(&jd) = 
(ogd)\(wd) = od\+ = nd\+d c (bn#d\+d. Also (+d) in e = [K(&J e)j u 
e=o(due)ue=(~n&)Ue=(odn~)Ue=~=rrd. Thus (qhd)u 
e E U,‘ n4d k D, e & qh+Qr#d. Therefore @d E A and e = qbr&Qrqid, so 
$n#d = nd, and so d = nqh#d, as required. 
Case 6 (#d\d < o((d\d)). Let e and g denote $s\d and o&M/d), respec- 
tively. Let A, C, etc., describe the sets corresponding to e and g of the -- 
construction in Part I. Then g = o($d/d) = (w#d)\(od) = wd\o$d = 
nAn$d c #t&#d. Also (n#d)ug= [rr(dUe)]Ug=w(dUe)Ug= -- 
(wdnwe)Lig=(ang)ug=wd=nd. Thus we have that (n#d)ugE 
U, Ir#d E D, g c $@d\n#d. Therefore Ir#d E C. If Ir#d E A as ,well, then it 
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would follow that e = @$6\n$d so that g c e. But since 1 g( = ) e 1, it would 
follow that g = e, which is excluded from this case. Therefore @d&A and 
thus x0d E Cp. Therefore g = @qk@qbd, so qbr@d = zd, and so d = @n@d, 
as required. 
Case 7 (q5djd > w(#d\d)). Let e and g denote o(@d\d) and qSd\d, respec- 
tively. Let A, C, etc., describe the sets corresponding to e and g of the 
construction in Part I. Imitating part of the argument in Case 6, we have that 
e= nd\z#dc&kQ$d and (x#d)Ue = nd. Thus we have (@d)U e E U, 
@d E D, e c @r#d\7r#d. Therefore @d E A. Since #d\d > w@d\d), we have 
also that d E C\A. 
If @d E H, then it would follow that zd = (@d) U e E (C + g) n (A + e). 
Therefore there would be d* E Cc4 such that #d* = d* U g = nd. Then 
z(d U e) = z((@d*) U e) = w((n#d*) U e) = &@8) n & = (+d*) n g = 
$d*ng=(d*ug)ng=d*, since g n d* = 0. Therefore d U e = nd*. 
Since, by assumption, rt# -‘zdE U and since nd* = z#-‘zd, we have 
xd* E U, so it would follow that d* & CPA, a contradiction. Therefore 
n$d k? H, and thus @d E A\H. Therefore e = &rq@r~d, so Qn#d = 
(nq5d) U e = xd and so qbr#d = d, as required. 
Part IV. A proof of(v) 
As well as the definition of @(D, U), let the definitions of e, g, A, C, H and 
K be as in the proof of Part I. Let v = #(D\p, u\(A + e)) if e = g and 
I,Y = #(D\((A U C)\H), v\(((A + e) U (C + g))\K)) if e # g. Then the map w  
has properties (i) and (ii). As an induction hypothesis, suppose that v/ has 
the property (v) as well. 
Clearly, if D = 4, there is nothing to prove. Suppose D # 4. We proceed 
via a number of lemmas. 
LEMMAS. (i) If e = g, a E A, a = z$d for some d E D and #@a is 
defined, then d E A. 
(ii) If efg, a E (AU C)\H, a = xQd for some d E D and &$a is 
defined, then d E (A U C)\H. (In fact, if a E A\H (or C\p ) and the other 
conditions are satisfied, then d E C&4 (or A\H, respectively).) 
ProoJ (i) As in Case 5, (@a) U e = zu = $d. Since @a E D, it follows 
that d E A. 
(ii) If a E A\H, then, as in Case 6, (@a) Ug = 71~1, so (qh) U 
g = ;na = #d. Since r&z E D, it follows that d E C\p. The case when a E C\A 
is similar. 
LEMMA 2. (i) If e = g, d E A, a = qbd and a E A, then d = ~@r.Qd. 
(ii) If e#g, dE (A U C)\H, a = qbd and a E (AU C)\H, then 
d = ndqbd. 
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Proof: (i)7#r#d=n&2=n(aUe)=71{(7r~d)Ue}=7r{(7r(dUe))Ue}= 
z{((xd)n(ne))Ue)=xxd=d. 
(ii) Suppose that a E A\H. Then, as in Case 6, (rr@) Ug = rrra, so 
(n&z) Ug = $d. Therefore d E Cp. Since d ng = 0, it follows that - 
(od) n e = (wd) n (wg) = 0, so that e c od = Rd. Therefore nqbr#d = 
@a = rr(aUe) = x{(n#d)Ue] = n{(n(dUg))Ue} = n(w(dUg)Ue} = -- 
n{(wdnog)ue}=n{((rcd)n2)ue}=xnnd=d, as required. The proof if 
a E C\p is similar. 
LEMMA 3. (i) Ife=g, uEA, u=qbd for some dED and @$a is 
dejined, then d = @qbd. 
(ii) If e # g, a E (A U C)\H, a = @d for some d E D and qkqkz is 
dejked, then d = z#n#d. 
Proof (i) By Lemma 1, d E A, and so, by Lemma 2, d = q+d. 
(ii) This is similar to (i). 
LEMMA 4. (i) rf e=g, dEDp and (bx+$d is defined, then 
@dE D/A. 
(ii) If e # g, d E D\((A U C)\H) and qbqbqbd is defined, then n#d E 
D\((A u C)\W. 
Proof: (i) Let d, = nq5d and d, = n#d,. Then d, E D and d, E D. If 
d, E: A, then, by Lemma 1, d E A. Since d&A, it therefore follows that 
d, E D\p, as required. 
(ii) This is similar to (i). 
We now prove (v). Suppose first that e = g. Let d E D. If d E D\p, then, 
by repeated application of Lemma 4, (~4)~ d E D\p, i = 0, 1, 2,.... Therefore, 
by induction, d = R#Rqbd. Now suppose that d E A. If ?qbd E Db, then, by 
repeated application of Lemma 4, (~4)' R#d E D\p for i = 0, 1, 2,.... By the 
induction hypothesis, R)d = n&bq6d. Since R and $ are injective, it follows 
that d = R#R#d, which is the required result. We might well note, however, 
that d E A, whereas R#a#d E D\p, a contradiction, which shows, in fact, that 
if d E A, then qbd 65 D\p. Finally, suppose that d E A and R#d E A. Then, by 
Lemma 3, d = R#R#d, as required. The case when e # g is similar. Part (v) 
now follows by induction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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4. AN ANALOGWE OF BERGE'S THEOREM IN AN INFINITE LATTICE 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field which is not finite, 
and let M(v) be the lattice of all subspaces of V. Here, we give an analogue 
of Berge’s theorem for V, the proof is essentially the same as that of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 6. Let D be a down-set of M( V). Then D is the disjoint union 
of pairs {a, 6) such that a n b = {0}, together, possibly, with the set (0). 
ProoJ Let d(W) denote the dimension of a subspace W of V. Let w 
denote the (set-theoretical) complement of W. Let U be the up-set of all 
complements w  of subspaces W in D. Let E be a subspace of V of minimal 
dimension such that the set A, where 
A= {X:XED,XnE= (0) and 3yE Usuchthat 
X@EcYandd(X@E)=d(V)-d(Y)} 
is nonempty, where X@ E denotes the minimal subspace containing X and 
E. 
Then, as in Theorem 1, D\p is a down-set. The subspaces X, Y of A are 
paired off. Theorem 6 now follows by applying Zorn’s lemma. 
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